
Image not found or type unknown Hostea Roasted Tea
Roasted Black Tea – A hand-picked & hand-crafted
blend of special roasted orthodox Tea leaves and CTC
grains which gives lively and a delicate ‘muscatel’
flavor and a soothing, smoky taste from the first sip
with a lingering aftertaste. With some milk and sugar,
this makes the ideal cup of indulgence which will wake
up your sixth sense.
Price: ₹400.00
Categories: CTC, Orthodox, Roasted
Tags: Blended, CTC, Hostea, orthodox

Image not found or type unknown Hostea Special
Golden Tippy
Hostea White Tea is hand-crafted from unopened tea
buds, as well as the two newest leaves to sprout which
when brewed gives a soothing fragrance and a light
floral taste. The White Hostea experience becomes
creamy toward the end making you want to get
another cup full.
Price: ₹400.00
Categories: leaf, Orthodox, Special
Tags: Hostea
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White Tea
Hostea White Tea is hand-crafted from unopened tea
buds, as well as the two newest leaves to sprout which
when brewed gives a soothing fragrance and a light
floral taste. The White Hostea experience becomes
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creamy toward the end making you want to get
another cup full.
Price: ₹700.00
Categories: Orthodox, Special, White tea
Tags: Green Tea, Hostea
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Our Tippy Orthodox Tea is hand-crafted tea tantalizes
the palette with flavors of creamy caramel. The liquor
is sweet, brisk, medium-bodied and starts with
delicious flavors of caramel which gradually grow big
and resonate till end of the cup.
Price: ₹250.00
Categories: Orthodox
Tags: Hostea, orthodox, Smooth
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